MINUTES
of the

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON
MAY 18, 2006
THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF HAWAII, CONVENED A PUBLIC
HEARING ON THURSDAY, MAY 18, 2006, AT 9:02 A.M., WITH CHAIR G. RIKI HOKAMA
PRESIDING, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING TESTIMONY ON THE FOLLOWING:
1.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE
OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
JULY 1, 2006 TO JUNE 30, 2007".

2.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE CAPITAL
PROGRAM FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2007".

3.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE OF TWENTY-FOUR MILLION SIX HUNDRED FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($24,605,000) AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF GENERAL
OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROVIDING FUNDS TO PAY ALL OR A PART OF THE COST OF
APPROPRIATIONS FOR PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS OF AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF MAUI; FIXING THE FORM, DENOMINATIONS AND CERTAIN OTHER
FEATURES OF SUCH BONDS AND PROVIDING FOR THEIR SALE;
AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE TO DETERMINE CERTAIN
DETAILS OF THE BONDS; AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF A LIKE
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND ANTICIPATION NOTES
IN ANTICIPATION OF THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF SUCH BONDS; AND
PROVIDING FOR OTHER ACTIONS RELATED TO THE ISSUANCE, SALE AND
DELIVERY OF SAID BONDS".
A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE DETERMINING THAT PART
OF THE PROCEEDS OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF
MAUI HERETOFORE ISSUED IS IN EXCESS OF THE AMOUNTS REQUIRED FOR
THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH SUCH BONDS WERE INITIALLY ISSUED, OR MAY
OR SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED TO THOSE PURPOSES, AND DIRECTING TO
OTHER PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS OR AUTHORIZED PURPOSES OF THE
COUNTY OF MAUI".
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5.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION
2.44.015, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO SALARIES OF DEPUTIES
CORPORATION COUNSEL AND DEPUTIES PROSECUTING ATTORNEY".

6.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION
2.08.060, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO SALARIES OF PERSONNEL IN
THE OFFICE OF COUNCIL SERVICES AND OTHER COUNCIL STAFF".

7

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE REPEALING CHAPTER 5.04,
MAUI COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO DANCEHALLS".

8.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND TITLE 3, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO THE COLLECTION OF FARES FOR PUBLIC
TRANSIT SERVICES".

9.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE PLAN
REVIEW, PERMIT PROCESSING, AND INSPECTION REVOLVING FUND".

10.

A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION
3.48.050, MAUI COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO REAL PROPERTY TAX HOME
EXEMPTION".

11.

A proposed resolution entitled "ADOPTING THE FUEL TAX RATES FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2006".

12. A proposed resolution entitled "ADJUSTING THE SALARY OF THE SUPERVISING
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST IN THE OFFICE OF COUNCIL SERVICES".
CHAIR HOKAMA: This public hearing held by the Council of the County of Maui shall come
to order. Mr. Clerk, call the roll, please.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT: COUNCILMEMBERS MICHELLE ANDERSON, DAIN P. KANE,
DENNIS A. MATEO, MICHAEL J. MOLINA, JOSEPH PONTANILLA,
CHARMAINE TAVARES, VICE-CHAIR ROBERT CARROLL, AND
CHAIR G. RIKI HOKAMA.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER JO ANNE JOHNSON.
There were approximately 10 members of the public in attendance.
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(Councilmember Johnson was not present when the roll was taken; however, she
arrived at 9:05 am.)
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK JEFFREY T. KUWADA: Mr. Chairman, we have eight members
present and one excused.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. This morning we have a public hearing to receive testimony
on budget ordinances and proposals as well as resolutions that are attached as part
of the budget package for the Fiscal Year 2007.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk, has the appropriate notices of this hearing been addressed?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, notice of this Public Hearing was published in
the May 11, 2006 issue of The Maui News.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Are there anyone wishing to provide testimony before
this Body this morning? Please make yourselves known and you will be given an
opportunity to provide such testimony.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, if I may interject, before the convening of
today's public hearing, three individuals have submitted testimony forms requesting
to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Before we call the first testifier before the Council this
morning, I would ask that everyone please either turn off your cell or pagers as a
courtesy to one another. The Chair will enforce the decorum of this chambers.
Upon announcing your name, please come forward to the podium. State your name
for the record. If you do represent an organization, we ask that you also state that
organization's name. You have three minutes to present your testimony. At the twominute thirty-second mark, the yellow light will go on to notify you of your thirty
seconds remaining. At the three-minute mark, the red light will go on and you will
conclude your sentence.
For those that have requested testimony prior to the convening of this meeting, if you
so choose, you may have an additional three minutes after all others have spoken.
(Councilmember Johnson arrived at the public hearing at 9:05 a.m.)
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Stating that, we welcome Ms. Johnson to the public hearing. Thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk, please call the first testifier.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The first person to testify is Sandy Baz, followed by Mark
Sheehan.

TESTIMONY
MR. SANDY BAZ, MAUI ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY:
Aloha. Good morning, Council Chair Hokama and Councilmembers. My name is
Sandy Baz and I am the Executive Director of Maui Economic Opportunity.
First of all, I wanted to thank you for your support of MEO and the community
services funded by these County taxpayer funds. For over 40 years, MEO and the
County have worked hand in hand to give our neighbors, families and friends a hand
up and to help them move from dependency to self sufficiency.
From the Kahi Kamali'i Infant and Toddler Care Program to the Senior Services and
Transportation, you have been there and I am certain that everyone who has
observed this budget process understands. This year with increased revenues, you
had the opportunity and challenge to balance growth and fiscal prudence.
Maui County has seen lean times in the past and will see lean times in the future.
Through ancient lessons, we have learned to store away during the seven years of
prosper and spend in the seven years of famine. Right now, we are in prosperous
times. You have seen it appropriate to invest our prosper into our County's
infrastructure to the tune of $112 million. I applaud you for that and encourage you to
keep it up.
The conscious decision to grow the total budget by over $86 million or 22 percent is
also one, I think, of good judgment. Maui County has grown over 100 percent in the
last two decades and the County budget for operations, services and infrastructure
investments have not increased in step.
Your Budget and Finance Committee chaired by Councilmember Kane worked
diligently to make sure that the voices of the citizens of Maui County, those citizens
who not only elect you, but also pay taxes so that the services they expect are
provided. The voice of the community does not discern between County operated
services and County contracted services through nonprofits or others.
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From being able to turn on the water faucet to the processing of a building permit so
that there is a faucet. From the many recreational and social services to the MEO
transportation that without, many would have no access to. Today, we are engaged
in the process of democracy in action and it remains the best way that we can
continue to build a partnership of open government and community participation so
that the citizens of our County are served to the best of our ability.
Thank you again for the opportunity to testify and for this difficult task that you have
accomplished. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Baz. Members, any questions to Mr. Baz on his
testimony? Seeing none, thank you very much for your presence,
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mark Sheehan, followed by Rex Takushi.

MR. MARK SHEEHAN:
Aloha, Chairman Hokama, Members of the Council. My name is Mark Sheehan.
I'm here testifying as a Haiku resident regarding the proposal to purchase, the
County to purchase land at the corner of East Kuiaha and Hana Highway for a fire
station. It's been the sense of the Haiku Community Association that we need a fire
station and apparently the fire captain who lives in the area has chosen the site over
other sites.
Recently, a few neighbors have gotten a little alarmed about the possibility. I want to
disclose that I know the owner of the property very well. I also know all of my
neighbors quite well and I live up East Kuiaha Road, a mile above the fire station. As
a resident, of course, I would like to have a fire station closer than Pala.
As a real estate broker, I know it's an issue for people who are purchasing lands in
East Maui because of the insurance rates that they have to pay. They have to pay
higher rates when they're more than five miles away from a fire station.
And so, I'm here to recommend that the County go ahead and approve this fire
station. I would like to see that the sub--uses other than a fire station be approved by
the Haiku Community Association. There is some question about the value of the
purchase.
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The current owner of the property has a proposed subdivision to get four lots from the
property; three two and a half acre lots and a remaining lot would be 20 acres. She
has consulted with me over the years and I have recommended at, at no
compensation, I would get nothing from the sale of this property. But I helped her
assess what the value of the price might be.
And there have, if the County wants, is concerned about the price, the current sales
of two acre lots in Haiku this year, there have been five sales that have not been
ocean front sales. The average sale has been, the median price has been $700,000
and the average price has been $704,000. So if the County wants to go ahead with
a subdivision and sell off those lots, they can wind up with 20 acres for a good deal
less.
But the main issue, I think, is that we need a fire station in East Maui and that this is
the site that has worked for the, that has been chosen by the Fire Department and I
think we should go ahead and use it. I don't think anybody wants to see a, a, I don't
know what the other uses might be that the County would have in mind, but I think
those should be worked out with the Haiku Community Association.
I did bring copies of the recent sales. If that would be of any interest, I'll leave these
with the Clerk and you can review them for yourself. If you have any other questions,
I'd be happy to answer them. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Sheehan. Members, any questions for Mr. Sheehan on
his testimony?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Hi, Mark, thanks for coming. Just
based on what you said, is it my understanding that the value of the property was
determined based on the sub--the finalization of the subdivision, what the two acre
lots would bring?
MR. SHEEHAN: I, I don't know. I think there was an independent appraisal of the property.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, there was?
MR. SHEEHAN: Yes. You can check, you can ask the owner who's here and she could
confirm that. But I think there was a, an appraisal.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh.
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MR. SHEEHAN: Years ago, several years ago when she was asking me what to do with
the property, I said, "Well, I would go ahead with your plans to subdivide it and,
because I think those lots are going to be worth about $700,000 when they come to
market." And I think it's still true.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So you don't know if the appraisal was based on the
subdivision actually going through and-MR. SHEEHAN: No, I never, I never saw the appraisal. I haven't really seen much of the
owner of this lot for the last six months. She's been traveling.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much.
MR. SHEEHAN: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, any other questions for Mr. Sheehan? Thank you
very much for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, the last person to sign up, to submit a testimony
form prior to the convening of today's public hearing is Mr. Rex Takushi.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. REX TAKUSH1, MAUI FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Good morning, Councilmembers. My name is Rex Takushi and again I stand before
you asking that you consider the purchase of this property along Hana Highway for a
possible location for a future Haiku Fire Station.
I come before you wearing three hats. One, as a past Division Chairman of the
Hawaii Fire Fighters Association; one, as a Captain in the Maui Fire Department; and
one, as a member of the public as well as a Haiku resident.
As a past HFFA Division Chairman, I can honestly relate to you that over ten years
ago, we started to look at properties that might some day be used as a loc--location
for a Haiku area fire station. A few properties came up along the way, but were not
selected due to conditions that were placed on the properties by the owners. One
was even the property that is right next to the proposed property.
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Years ago, Fire Chief Ronald Davis was asked by Councilmember Wayne Nishiki
about future priorities for fire stations. His reply was Kula first, Wailea next, and then
Haiku. Well, Kula and Wailea Fire Stations are completed; it's time to plan Haiku.

As a Fire Captain with almost 19 years of experience with the Maui Fire Department,
in which seven were as a Fire Fighter III and the last five as a Captain, I can speak
with some knowledge that this property location meets coverage criteria that an
emergency responder would take into account.
The proposed location is 1.5 miles from Haiku Community Center, 1.8 miles from the
Haiku Elementary School, approximately two and a half miles from the Haiku
Cannery Center, seven miles to the top of Kokomo Road, 4.1 miles to the top of West
Kuiaha Road, 1.5 miles from the Pauwela Cannery. This, this location is just a good
location for what we need to cover here. With this location, the Fire Department can
reach the beginning of any road on Hana Highway from Maliko Gulch to Kaupakalua
Road quickly and then head up or down to the emergency.
The location would cover 85 to 90 percent, 90 percent of the Haiku area population
and provide fast response to the Haiku Elementary School and Haiku Community
Center, which make up the highest occupancy density on a daily basis. With the
school being done year round as of late July, this becomes even more important. If
the fire station was located near any of the current cannery areas, critical minutes
would be lost just getting to Hana Highway.
People have been trying to scare up opposition to this purchase by stating that a
public works base yard would be built. This is not happening.
In a letter to Fire Chief Kaupalolo dated February 8, 2006, I listed as possibilities for
excess land use not used for a fire station: a police station, a base yard, a public
park, a community center or other public facilities. These were mentioned to the
Chief to show him that the property has other potential uses that the County would
need to figure out. I don't see anyone mentioning a park as a scare tactic. It appears
that people only use the facts that fit their viewpoint.
I've never represented myself to be a spokesman for the Mayor or the County of
Maui. Allegations have been presented that state the public was not made aware of
this proposed purchase. Not true. There have been numerous articles in The Maui
News that made mention of this property purchase. There have been a number of
letters to the editor.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Takushi. I'm sorry to interrupt. Do, do you have a lot more that you
wish to share because we are--
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MR. TAKUSHI: I can probably be done in about a minute, if I can have another minute.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Then I would ask that you return after all others have spoken.
MR. TAKUSHI: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, that concludes the testimony of individuals who
submitted, submitted testimony forms before the convening of today's meeting. We
have received two testimony forms from individuals who submitted them after the
convening of today's meeting.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, for those that are in this portion of the testimony, you have three
minutes to share your comments and at the three-minute mark, you will conclude.
Let's call the next testifier please, Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: First person to testify is Cecilia Vessel, followed by Gregg
Blue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
MS. CECILIA VESSEL:
Good morning, Council and Council Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
MS. VESSEL: My name is Cecilia Vessel. I am the owner of the property at 3550 Hana
Highway and I am here to respond to the letter that you received probably yesterday
from Mr. Isaac Hall. 1 wanted to give a little background on the property and my
voice trembles, please forgive me. So, I'll begin.
Last year before I left for India, I ran into Mr. Isaac Hall. He asked me what I had
been doing and I told him I was still in the process of subdividing my property on
Hana Highway. He told me at that time his property overlooked the upper meadow
and that he and his wife, Dana, were concerned about what would be built there and
where. He was very persistent and called me several times in November and
December and asked me if we could walk the property together so that he and Dana
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could help me choose house sites that would not impact their view plane. As I was
preparing to go abroad, I was unable to meet with the Hall's.
Mr. Hall called me last Thursday and left a message informing me that the County
intended to put a base yard on the property and asked me to call him.
I returned Mr. Hall's call and again he stated that the County was going to put a base
yard and also a fire station, an ambulance station and some satellite County offices
on the Hana Highway property. Based on the testimony given to this Council, it is
clear to me that Mr. Hall was misinformed. The fact of the matter is, the only planned
use for this parcel is a fire station. It was clearly stated to the Council that any other
future use would need the approval from the residents of Haiku.
Isaac then asked me why I didn't call him and Dana and tell them I was selling the
property to the County. He became extremely agitated when I told him it, it never
entered my mind to do that and he said that I should have known how important it
was to him and Dana. He then stated that he couldn't believe I hadn't called him. I
told him The Maui News had several articles about the purchase of the property and
it never occurred to me that they didn't know about the sale. He said after seeing my
letter in The Maui News, only after seeing my letter in The Maui News did he realize it
was my property. It was clear to me until late last week; he was unaware that it was
my prop--that it was my property that was being considered for the Haiku Fire
Station.
Mr. Hall then asked me how much I had paid for the property and when I chose not to
tell him, he said he would look it up himself. He then stated that $100,000 an acre
was an outrageous price and it should remain ag land.
Mr. Hall remained highly agitated and his final comment to me was that he would do
everything in his power to stop the sale of the land to the County. Mr. Hall also
stated that he knew he had very little time left to try to stop the sale.
On Sunday, a friend of mine in the neighborhood e-mailed me saying that someone
came to his house and told him the County intended to put a base yard on the Hana
Highway property and asked him to write a letter to The Maui News objecting to the
purchase of the property.
I don't know the exact reason that Mr. Hall is requesting that the County not purchase
the property. I just want to let you know these are the reasons he communicated to
me.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Vessel.
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MS. VESSEL: I don't want to come to any conclusion about Mr. Hall's motives. I just want

the Council to have the information in order for them to make an informed decision.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you done, Ms. Vessel?
MS. VESSEL: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much for your comments. Members, questions for
Ms. Vessel this morning on her testimony.
Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Not a question, but a
request if we could get a copy of your testimony. Apparently, you have not had
opportunity to read the entire testimony. Could you provide a copy of the testimony
for our review?
MS. VESSEL: Yes, Mr. Mateo and, and I also, I'm sorry, Councilmember Mateo, I also did
finish what I had to say.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. Thank you very much.
MS. VESSEL: I'm always too nervous to say too much up here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the staff-MS. VESSEL: Thank you so much for listening to me.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The staff will assist you, Ms. Vessel, with distributing your written
testimony.
MS. VESSEL: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: All right, any other questions for Ms. Vessel on her testimony, Members?
Having none, thank you very much for your comments this morning.
MS. VESSEL: Thank you for not, thank you for not asking me any other questions. I
appreciate it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Gregg Blue, followed by Lucienne deNaie.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. GREGG BLUE:
Good morning, Councilmembers. Because of the lateness, oh, my name is Gregg
Blue. I'm a resident of Haiku. Because of the lateness of Mr. Hall's request, I didn't
have time to run any testimony by my board, so I am not representing the HCA, the
Haiku Community Association. Anything I say here this morning is my own personal
view and opinions. I want to make that really clear.
After listening to the owner's testimony and reading Mr. Hall's request, I'm confused
and I, I know Mr. Hall's work, I know he does good work. I don't know him personally,
but it sounds like what happened is, he's looking down on this property and he's been
very concerned about what's going to go there. And he just found out last week,
which I find hard to believe, but it sounds, you know, it sounds true to me based on
what, you know, he told the owner. He didn't know it was that parcel that the fire
station was going on to. And when he found out, it looks to me like he's used County
laws that have nothing to do with what could possibly be his motive to stop the
purchase. I know he does look down on it. I don't believe it's in his ocean view, but
he can see it.
And, you know, at this late hour, when there's thousands of residents in Haiku who've
been waiting since this community plan in 1983 to get a fire station, for one person to
try to throw a wrench in the works right now, you know, it's just too little, too late. He
could have testified down here. He could have raised issues. He could have called
the Haiku Community Association. But this all started last Thursday, I mean, that's
just a few days ago.
So I'm just going to ask the Council again to keep the big picture in view and as the
Haiku Community Plan states, to provide a sense of security for all residents and
visitors and aid in the protection of life and property. Also in the community plan,
improve fire protection capabilities in the Haiku area and ensure adequate water
pressure for fire protection particularly in urban and rural areas.
As far as the location, in my opinion that's second guessing the Fire Department. I
don't remember any other Fire Department locations coming up for public discussion
on where they should be. As far as the appraisal of the land, the $3.1 million
appraisal was not based on sales of subdivided lots. A $100,000 an acre for Haiku
right now is really cheap. There's nothing on the market for $100,000 an acre,
nothing.
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So I just want to thank the Council for trying to proceed with the purchase of this land
for the benefit of the residents of Haiku.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Blue. Members, questions for Mr. Blue on his
testimony?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Blue, has the Haiku Community
Association reviewed this site?
MR. BLUE: Reviewed the site, what exactly do you mean? Do they know where it is?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Normally when there's a project in a community, the
community association has a chance to review and make a determination as to
whether or not they support it. Has that happened for the Haiku Community
Association on this parcel?
MR. BLUE: What I can tell you is, Mr. Takushi from the Fire Department, approached me
early this year when they identified the site and they said that that's the site that they
want. At the Haiku Community Association monthly board meetings, okay, I brought
it to the attention of the board that this particular site was wanted by the Fire
Department and that the, that the Fire Department wanted us to, you know, they
wanted to inform us of the fact so that we could take it to the community. Okay.
At that time, our next scheduled meeting was for a strategic plan update. So all the
members of the board are definitely aware that the Fire Department wanted their
station on that piece of land. They're all aware of that and at two meetings after that
at the community association, when I make my announcements before the, you
know, as the meeting starts, I told the community that the Fire Department wants to
put a station on that land. I told them I was going to testify. As far as discussion,
there really wasn't any discussion, everybody just seemed to be okay with, you know,
the fact that there could be a fire station there.
Subsequent to that, the only other members of the community that voiced their
personal opinion that the fire station shouldn't be there, one was Laf Young, who
you're all familiar with. And just as a side note, I don't know, he never divulged this,
but that property was bought at auction. Okay. Mr. Young never divulged that he bid
on that property and lost it to the previous owner. That was never divulged and that
cast a shadow on, on, you know, him wanting to move the-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Blue, I, I just want to know if the community
association had a presentation on, on this project for that parcel.
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MR. BLUE: It was presented to the board.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And how many members are on the board?
MR. BLUE: Eight people.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much.
MR. BLUE: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for Mr. Blue, Members? Thank you very much for
your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, the last person to submit a testimony form
following the convening of the meeting, excuse me, public hearing is Lucienne
deNaie.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MS. LUCIENNE deNAIE:
Good morning, everyone. Lucienne deNaie, speaking as an individual today. Just
want to thank you all for following through on many of the important matters that are
funded in this budget that you're about to go into your final votes on.
Jan Dapitan asked me to convey her kokua to you and she's accepting an award in
Honolulu today for continued funding for Community Work Day, very im--program,
very important program that I'm proud to participate in for many, many years.
Also thank you for your support of Maui Nui Botanical Gardens. I was just over there
the other day watching families at play and what a lovely park we have there. That's
really been turned around into a public resource on many levels.
Also want to thank you for your faith and trust in moving forward to secure the
watershed lands of Na Wai Eha. This is a historic and important step.
Two things that I haven't addressed before, well I did address very briefly about the
fire station when I spoke to you folks a couple of months ago as a resident of Huelo
where we're very limited on the ability we have to get any fire insurance. In fact, we
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are limited to one company. And if that company decided to go out of business, we
would have no recourse to fire insurance. And new owners who come in to even, not
even Huelo, but people who live in Kaupakalua Road, for instance, can only insure
with one company. Why? Because we're too far away from a fire station.
A little institutional history, I was on the board of the community association back in
the mid 90's and one of our top priorities was looking for a site for a fire station that
was near to the Peahi area so that it could cover both Peahi and Huelo where growth
was taking place.
The present site that's been recommended by the Fire Department appears to me, as
a citizen, to have some advantages. One of the main ones is that there is a
graveyard across the street so you don't have a lot of people disturbed by fire trucks
coming in and out at odd hours. There's very few houses around it.
I'm a longtime friend of the Hall family. 1, I respect their interest in making sure that
their lifestyle isn't disrupted, but I do hope that we will listen to the concerns of the
community and move forward.
Other properties have been suggested such as the Haiku Community Complex,
would not suffice to lower any of our rates or provide more fire coverage for those of
us who live further out because it's not close enough to us. So you need a site that
has that extra couple of miles towards the Huelo-Kailua area in order to secure the
more beneficial rates and the fact that more people would insure in that area.
Also the idea of using ag land for public use, I, you know, agree with Mr. Hall that ag
land should remain in ag land whenever possible. But I think if you look at most of
our other fire stations, they were built on what was originally ag land. Dairy Road
was a, an agricultural area as was the Makawao Fire Station. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. deNaie. Questions for Ms. deNaie.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Ah, yes, Lucienne, thanks for coming. Do you have any
idea in terms of the actual insurance cost on an annualized basis what your rate
reduction may be?
MS. deNAIE: Well, I know that right now I think we pay about $900 a year for our insurance
and I'm not certain what it would drop to. But right now we have one company only
that will insure us. I've gone to State Farm and others and they just said "no cannot".
In fact, if I didn't know Robert Gilman, I probably would never have insurance. It's
kind of like someone puts in a good word for you. So it's a real tricky sort of thing.
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My guess is, is that our rates, because we'd been able to be out in the competitive
market, our rates might drop a couple hundred dollars a year because we'd have
more companies to choose from. But I have no actual knowledge of that. It's just, it's
the one company and you take their rates and when after Hurricane Iniki our rates
went sky high. They were like, it was like $1,700 or something that next few years
and then it, it dropped again fortunately. So-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you very much, Lucienne.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson. Ms. deNaie, you have a question.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Lucienne.
MS. deNAIE: I'm sorry. Too quick here.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thanks for coming So are you saying that this site
would be within five miles of Huelo?
MS. deNAIE: It is within five miles of portions of Huelo, not my particular house. But
certainly the earlier portions of Huelo, yeah, it would be.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for Ms. deNaie? Thank you very much for your
testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Recalling Mr. Rex Takushi.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Takushi, before you start, I just wish to inform you have three, up to
three additional minutes that you may utilize.
MR. REX TAKUSHI (concluding his testimony):

Thank you very much. I appreciate it. Sorry for getting a little longwinded on that first
one. I'll try to finish it up real quick here. I'll continue on with what I was reading and
any questions I'm more than willing to answer.
Okay. Allegations have been presented to the, that state that the public was not
made aware of this proposed purchase. That's not true. The Maui News put
numerous articles, there have been numerous letters to the editor. We've made
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contact with the community association. Everything I've given to you, you guys, I've
also given to everybody involved with this, from the chiefs all the way to the
association. Even, you know, we've made contact even with the PTA. We've made
contact with the school. I've talked to, I went to a meeting with the PTA and
presented why we wanted it and we always welcomed any dissenting opinions. It's,
we're not trying to shove anything down anybody's throat here.
Okay, there's no urban zone location that meets the fire service needs. This includes
both size and location. If you look at the fire station currently in operation around
Maui, you remember they were all at one time or another agriculture. Kahului used to
be a cane field. Lahaina used to be a cane field. Napili used to be a pineapple field.
Kula used to be farmland. Pukalani used to be ranchlands. Sometimes progress
calls for changes.
As a Haiku resident, I say that a fire station is long overdue. I would like a fire station
at that location rather than four subdivided properties which would most likely
become gentlemen's estates, not viable farm operations. This property has not been
farmed in, I believe around seven years. I live right down the street from the thing
and I pass it everyday. And I don't see very many farmers purchasing property for
three million dollars right now.
People keep talking about using other locations. Where are these pieces of property
located? I still don't see any property that meets the criteria that the fire service uses.
And that is the fire service, not the insurance company. Are there any properties
being sold that come anywhere near 115,000 an acre? Sure the property owner
bought the property in April of 2001 for almost $500,000. But doesn't any owner
have the right to sell property five years later at market value? Is anyone today
selling property at 2001 prices?
Using that same argument, the Council should only be collecting property taxes using
only 2001 property prices. I wish that's how it was, but it's not. It just shows that
progress doesn't always please everyone. I would recommend that the Council go
ahead with the property purchase and once the property is in the County's hands,
meetings could be set up to settle any objections. If any of this property is sold to
any other buyer, the few people that object would win by default. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Captain Takushi. Questions?
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Mr. Takushi.
MR. TAKUSHI: Good morning.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: What have you done to educate the community about this
land purchase because it's been alleged that neighbors don't know about this
proposed purchase by the County. And I know you as a longtime Haiku resident and
you, you take your work very seriously with the Maui Fire Department. Can you
briefly comment on that?
MR. TAKUSHI: The, the direct neighbors involved around the property, I did make contact
with almost everyone. There's some outlying ones that you don't go up to people's
property in Haiku when they got "beware of dog" signs.
My uncle does own the property right across on East Kuiaha which is, he has a few
cattle and some horses that he has from a neighbor. He's okay with the property.
Right across the highway another friend of mine that I know, he's okay with that
Haiku station property.
And everybody does agree that any other uses need to be discussed with the
community first. The fire station, they're kind of okay with.
The only other property owner is kitty corner on East Kuiaha and Haiku Road. She's
okay with it, but she's concerned because she runs a bed and breakfast so she
doesn't want that interfering with it. I can respect that and if we can take care of
problems with the property, those things can be addressed.
And along with that, we've made contact with the community association, like I said
the PTA, Council, papers, letters to the editor. We've always made ourselves
available to answer any questions that came up on this.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. And one last question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Takushi, in your view, what are the consequences if this Council were to delay
the purchase of this land? What do you see as consequences to the Haiku
community who, as you know, hundreds of residents want a fire station or at least in
terms of just a land purchase for whatever use, whether it be park, fire, whatever?
What kind of consequences do you see happening to the Haiku community if we
delay this purchase?
MR. TAKUSHI: As I stated, we've been looking for ten years maybe and anytime a property
came up that might meet our criteria, we've looked at it, talked to the owners. If this
property doesn't get picked up, you know, really I don't see anything really coming up
in years unless there's some kind of development maybe by the community center
and maybe by Ulumalu Store. But we'd have to work with the developer and lock in
land to let that development go through. And even then, we're gonna come up with
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problems. Moving away from the critical areas that we want to cover more quickly,
as well as water supplies, things like that. That's something that the Chief would
probably be able to, be able to answer in the future. But this property, the reason so
much quickness came about was because if we lose the sale of the, the purchase of
the property, we're going to be pushed back probably years.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Any other questions for Captain Takushi this morning,
Members?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Just one quick question. Captain
Takushi, one of the contentions that Mr. Hall makes in his letter is that Hawaii
Revised Statutes Chapter 343 triggers the requirement for an environmental
assessment before the County can purchase this land.
MR. TAKUSHI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And as part of that process, you have to look at
alternative sites. Do you have any alternative sites in mind? Are there any that
would qualify?
MR. TAKUSHI: As stated, we've looked at, anytime property did come up and we've had
two or three captains through the years have always kept their eyes open. Even
knowing when this one came up, I did kind of keep an eye on what was happening
around. Hana Highway is a key part for us to be on. I haven't seen any alternatives
come up after this property came up at least. And the other one that did come up in
the past which we really wanted to get was right below our current location same side
of the highway.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so there was another site?
MR. TAKUSHI: There was another site owned by a local family who's had it for, you know,
ages. And this property might be part of that, that parcel at one time. They actually
offered it to us but the condition was they wanted extra water meters which we, we
couldn't do that. We'd be bypassing, you know, numerous people that have been
waiting for years.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right, right. Okay, thank you very much.
MR. TAKUSHI: Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Further questions for the Captain, Members? Seeing none,
Captain, thank you very much for your testimony.
MR. TAKUSHI: Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, that concludes the testimony of all individuals
who have submitted testimony forms. I will note for the record that we have received
three pieces of written testimony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Be, well let's take care of housekeeping, Members. With no objections,
the Council shall accept the written testimony submitted to this Body for today's
public hearing.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. So ordered.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART OF
THE RECORD OF THIS PUBLIC HEARING:
1. Isaac Hall;
2. Mark Sheehan; and
3. Cecilia Vessel.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are there anyone wishing, who has not testified, an opportunity to

present comments, please make yourself known. You may come forward to present
your comments on the record.
MR. ISAAC HALL: Chairperson, I'd like to speak at ten if that is okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I'll address, I'll address that question from the gallery, Members. Also at
10:00 a.m. Council is meeting in session for consideration on first reading the
committee report with attached ordinances and resolutions from Mr. Kane's
committee. Council will also at that point receive public testimony.
Okay, is there no further request for testimony at this the Council's public hearing
regarding the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget? Chair will give one last opportunity. Seeing
none, Members, with no objections, Chair will close testimony for this portion of the
public hearing.
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MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. The Chair will just note for the record, Members, as
you are well aware, since we did receive much comment on the appropriation in the
budget for consideration of a fire station in Haiku, it is just that. It is an appropriation.
Administration if they move forward, will need to return to the Council to request the
Council's approval of accepting the land should the purchase go through. So there
are additional process and steps that will be required prior to finalization of any
purchase.
Stating that, if there are no questions by you the Members, public hearing for the
eighteenth of May, 2006 is hereby adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT
The public hearing of May 18, 2006, was adjourned by the Chair at 9:44 am.
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